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AGENDA 

27th Meeting, 2004 (Session 2) 

Wednesday 10 November 2004 

The Committee will meet at 10 am in Committee Room 1. 

1. Items in private: The Committee will consider whether to discuss item 4 in 
private, and whether to consider its draft report on the budget process 2005-06 in 
private at future meetings. 

2. Subordinate legislation: The Committee will consider the following negative 
instrument— 

the Sale of Spray Paint (Display of Warning Statement) (Scotland) 
Regulations 2004 (SSI 2004/419). 

3. Budget process 2005-2006: The Committee will consider evidence at Stage 2 
from— 

Panel 1 
Nick Fletcher, Policy and Public Affairs Officer, Chartered Institute of Housing 
in Scotland; 
 
David Bookbinder, Policy and Practice Co-ordinator, Scottish Federation of 
Housing Associations; 
 
Panel 2 
Allan Lundmark, Director of Planning and Communications, Homes for 
Scotland;   
 
Derek Logie, Director, Rural Housing Service; and 
 
Panel 3 
 
Malcolm Chisholm MSP, Minister for Communities. 
 

4. Budget process 2005-2006: The Committee will consider its approach to its 
draft report on the budget process 2005-06. 
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SPENDING PROPOSALS 2005-08:  
COMMUNITIES COMMITTEE 

ROSS BURNSIDE & GERRY MCINALLY 

This paper outlines spending plans to 2007-08 for the Communities 
budget portfolio – covering housing, anti-social behaviour and closing the 
opportunity gap. Based on the financial information presented in the 
Executive’s Spending Review 2004 document, as well as the Draft 
Budget 2005-06, it has been produced to assist the Committee’s scrutiny 
at stage 2 of the 2005-06 budget process. 

 

SPICe 
briefing 
 
27 October 2004 
 
04/72 

Scottish Parliament Information Centre (SPICe) Briefings are compiled for the 
benefit of the Members of the Parliament and their personal staff. Authors are 
available to discuss the contents of these papers with MSPs and their staff who 
should contact Ross Burnside on extension 86231 or email 
ross.burnside@scottish.parliament.uk. Members of the public or external 
organisations may comment on this briefing by emailing us at 
spice.research@scottish.parliament.uk.  However, researchers are unable to 
enter into personal discussion in relation to SPICe Briefing Papers. 
 
Every effort is made to ensure that the information contained in SPICe briefings is 
correct at the time of publication. Readers should be aware however that briefings 
are not necessarily updated or otherwise amended to reflect subsequent 
changes.
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SPENDING REVIEW 2004 
The 2004 Spending Review was announced to the Scottish Parliament by then Finance 
Minister, Andy Kerr on Wednesday 29 September. The document detailing the spending 
proposals, Building a Better Scotland Spending Proposals 2005-2008: Enterprise, Opportunity, 
Fairness (Scottish Executive 2004a), sets out the Executive’s spending plans for the three 
financial years to 2007-08. Spending Review 2004 is the third such exercise carried out by the 
Scottish Executive since devolution.  
 
The figures contained in the spending review document are at Level 2. A more detailed 
presentation of spending plans (at Level 3) was presented with the publication of the Draft 
Budget 2005-06 (Scottish Executive 2004d), in October 2004.  
 
The spending proposals reveal growing expenditure provision for the Executive from 2004-05 to 
2007-08. During this period, the Scottish Departmental Expenditure Limit (DEL) (the main 
departmental spending allocations) will grow from £21.4 billion to £26 billion, or by 21%; 
Annually Managed Expenditure (AME) (less predictable expenditure requiring to be “annually 
managed”) will grow from £4.1 billion to £4.5 billion, or by 10%; and Total Managed Expenditure 
(TME) (the combined total of DEL and AME figures) will grow from £25.5 billion to £30.5 billion, 
or 19% (or 10% in real terms).  

KEY TRENDS IN THE BUDGET PLANS 
Table 1 presents the Communities spending proposals in cash terms at Level 2 as presented in 
the Spending Review document of September 2004 (Scottish Executive 2004a).  
 
Table 1: Communities Spending Plans, 2004-08 (level 2)
£m 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08

Plans Plans Plans Plans
Delivering good quality, warm, sustainable, & affordable housing 652.16 664.82 651.6 696.21
Of which affordable housing (new supply/replacement) 286.5 345 347 389
Building stronger, safer communities 125.51 192.61 199.76 198.9
Closing the Opportunity Gap 48.64 50.64 73.71 74.97
DEL Total 826.31 908.07 925.07 970.07  
 
Table 2 presents the Communities spending proposals in real terms at Level 2. The absolute 
and percentage increase in real terms over the 3 year period is also shown.  
 
Table 2: Communities Spending Plans in Real Terms, 2004-08 (level 2)
£m 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 £ increase % increase

Plans Plans Plans Plans over 3 years over 3 years
Delivering sustainable, & affordable housing 652.16 648.47 618.95 643.99 -8.17 -1.3
Of which affordable housing 286.50 336.52 329.62 359.83 73.33 25.6
Building stronger, safer communities 125.51 187.87 189.75 183.98 58.47 46.6
Closing the Opportunity Gap 48.64 49.39 70.02 69.35 20.71 42.6
DEL Total 826.31 885.74 878.72 897.31 71.00 8.6
 

• Over the planning period, the total DEL for the Communities budget is set to increase by 
£71 million, or by 8.6% in real terms.  
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• The budget line showing the largest absolute increase in planned expenditure is 
“affordable housing” which is set to increase by £73.33 million in real terms, or 25.6%  

• The budget line encapsulating the building of stronger, safer communities is also set to 
have above average increases of 46.6% in real terms, an absolute real terms increase of 
£58.47 million 

• The Executive’s cross-cutting priority of Closing the opportunity gap is reflected within the 
Communities portfolio budget with a 42.6% real terms increase, representing £71 million 
in absolute terms 

 
However, the Draft Budget 2005-06 published, in October 2004, shortly after the Spending 
Review announcement of September, presented the Level 2 Communities budget in TME 
format (DEL plus AME) as opposed to the DEL format in the Spending Review document. 
Footnotes to the table explain: 
 

“The portfolio was restructured at SR04 which resulted in changes to the Level 
2s. As a consequence, while there has been no change to the portfolio totals, 
the Level 2 and Level 3 figures do not match those in previous publications.” 
And  
“These figures include AME funding in relation to Supporting People and 
Housing Support Grant from 2003-04 onwards of £422/418/375/365/365m and 
£10/10/10/7/7m, respectively. The assessed expenditure made by the DWP on 
Supporting People through transitional Housing Benefit as at the beginning of 
the 2002-03 year was £180m.   

Members may wish to seek further clarification of this change to the presentation of the 
Communities portfolio Level 2 figure. The Draft Budget figures are shown in tables 3 and 4.  
 
Table 3: Communities Spending Plans (Level 2) 

2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08
£m Plans Plans Plans Plans Plans Plans
Delivering sustainable, & affordable housing 513,462 1,001,188 1,079,553 1,049,213 1,023,034 1,067,639
Building stronger, safer communities 85,100 87,495 125,514 192,614 199,757 198,899
Closing the Opportunity Gap 21,000 36,275 48,639 50,639 73,713 74,966
Total 619,562 1,124,958 1,253,706 1,292,466 1,296,504 1,341,504
 
Table 4: Communities Spending Plans (Level 2) in Real Terms (2004-05 prices) 

2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08
£m Plans Plans Plans Plans Plans Plans
Delivering sustainable, & affordable housing 539,958 1,024,296 1,079,553 1,023,413 971,828 987,531
Building stronger, safer communities 89,491 89,514 125,514 187,878 189,759 183,975
Closing the Opportunity Gap 22,084 34,112 48,639 49,394 70,023 69,341
Total 651,533 1,150,923 1,253,706 1,260,685 1,231,610 1,240,847
 

Source: Scottish Executive 2004d 

OBJECTIVES AND TARGETS 
The Spending Review (SR) contains a statement of objectives and targets for each budget 
portfolio. These are reviewed and revised in each budget cycle, with the latest SR cutting 60 
largely process based targets from the targets listed in the Annual Evaluation Report 2005-06 
(Scottish Executive 2004b) published in March 2004. The reduction in targets is in accordance 
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with the recommendations of the Finance Committee Report on stage 1 of the 2005-06 budget 
process (Scottish Parliament Finance Committee 2004).  It is important to note that the 
Executive is committed to reporting on the targets they set in SR2002 (as amended by the 
Partnership Agreement) after the end of the cycle in 2006. 
 
The spending proposals for the Communities portfolio list 3 objectives and 10 targets compared 
with 17 targets in the Annual Evaluation Report 2005-06 (Scottish Executive 2004b). Members 
may wish to consider if they are content with the range of objectives and targets laid out in the 
Spending Review and if they find them useful and relevant for their budget scrutiny function.   

COMMUNITIES OBJECTIVES AND TARGETS 

Objective 
1  

  Delivering good quality, warm, sustainable and affordable housing for everyone.  

Target  1  By March 2008 increase the quality and supply of Scotland's housing stock by meeting and then exceeding the commitment in 
the Partnership Agreement for 18,000 new and improved homes for social rent and low-cost home ownership, or enabling 
people to buy in the secondary market.  

Target  2  By March 2008, ensure that all local authorities have effective plans to deliver the Scottish Housing Quality Standard or - 
building on the target of 70,000 transfers by 2006 - have transferred or taken decisions to transfer their houses to community 
ownership.  

Target  3  By March 2008 ensure all pensioner households eligible for pension credit live in homes that meet the energy efficiency 
requirements of the Scottish Housing Quality Standard.  

Target  4  By March 2008 assist around 80,000 vulnerable people to gain a tenancy or other form of independent living in the community.  

Target  5  By March 2008, substantially reduce the number of households becoming homeless more than once a year.  

Objective 
2  

  Building stronger, safer communities through regeneration and tackling anti-social behaviour.  

Target  6  By March 2008, ensure minimum standards for the provision of core services to deal with anti-social behaviour, including the 
establishment of effective community warden schemes, are met in all local authority areas across Scotland.  

Target  7  Promote community regeneration of the most deprived neighbourhoods, through particular improvements by March 2008 in 
employability, education, health, access to local services, and quality of the local environment.  

Objective 
3  

  Closing the Opportunity Gap by providing routes out of poverty, ensuring equal opportunities and supporting active citizenship.  

Target  8  By March 2008, increase by 15,000 the number of parents from disadvantaged areas and groups entering or moving towards 
employment by removing childcare barriers.  

Target  9  By March 2008, have in place a network of support for those experiencing domestic abuse and violence against women.  

Target  10 By March 2008, ensure growth of 10% in services delivered by the voluntary sector and social economy which close the 
opportunity gap.  

Source: Scottish Executive 2004 
 
The Executive has given the following explanation for why the targets in the Draft Budget 2005-
06 are significantly different from the Annual Evaluation Report 2005-06 published earlier this 
year. 
 
Target 1 By 2006, increase the supply and quality of Scotland’s housing stock by approving 18,000 new and improved homes for social rent 

and low-cost home ownership. 
Target will continue to be monitored, and has been updated by Target 1. 

Target 2 By 2006 reduce the number of houses with poor energy efficiency by 20%  
Will continue to be monitored. 

Target 3 Improve the quality of Scotland's housing, through the setting of a new Scottish Social Housing Standard by the end of 2003 and 
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through measures to encourage owners, including private landlords, to ensure their properties are in good condition. 
Scottish Housing Quality Standard has been published and Housing Bill includes proposals to address condition and 
quality in the private sector. 

Target 4 We will demonstrate that we are closing the opportunity gap for disadvantaged communities in respect of key outcomes for 
education, health, justice, transport, housing and jobs  
Has been replaced with Target 7 following the findings of the Cabinet Delivery Group. 

Target 5 By 2006, return to productive use (i.e. for housing, economic or leisure purposes) an additional 100 hectares of vacant or derelict 
land  
Will continue to be monitored.   

Target 6 By 2006, support local authorities to develop or implement proposals for transferring 70,000 houses to community ownership, 
subject to the wishes of councils and tenants  
Will continue to be monitored, and has been updated by the Target 2. 

Target 7  In 2004, we will publish proposals for improvements to the planning system to strengthen involvement of communities, speed up 
decisions, reflect local views better, and allow quicker investment decisions. 
Two consultation papers were launched in April 2004, on Rights of Appeal in Planning and Making Development Plans 
Deliver. These, together with the 2003 White Paper Your Place Your Plan, take forward discussion on proposals for 
improving the planning system.  We intend to bring our final proposals for modernisation of the system together into a 
single document.  

Target 8 To develop and roll out a coherent cross-cutting strategy to tackle anti-social behaviour in all communities in Scotland including the 
introduction of a bill in autumn 2003  
Has been achieved. 

Target 9 By 2005, establish a network of community warden schemes across Scotland  
Will continue to be monitored, and has been updated by the Target 6. 

Target 10 By 2006, substantially reduce the number of households becoming homeless more than once in a year  
Will continue to be monitored, and has been updated by the Target 5. 

Target 11 All private sector houses occupied by elderly people and all housing associations and local authority houses to have central 
heating by 2006  
Will continue to be monitored.  Target for local authority housing was achieved by March 2004.  

Target 12 By 2006 reduce by 30% the number of households in fuel poverty  
Will continue to be monitored. 

Target 13 Provide free debt advice for those who need it by 2006  
Will continue to be monitored, and has been absorbed within the closing the opportunity gap objective and target on 
wider aspects of financial inclusion, incorporating debt advice. 

Target 14 Reduce substantially by 2006 the number of people in disadvantaged areas and groups who find childcare a barrier to 
employment or training  
Will continue to be monitored, and has been updated by the Target 8. 

Target 15 Increase the opportunities for people to get involved in volunteering  
Will continue to be monitored. 

Target 16 Promote equality mainstreaming within the Scottish Executive and across the public sector  
Will continue to be monitored. 

Target 17 By 2004 bring forward proposals to modernise the regulation of charities in Scotland and the legal framework in which they 
operate. A Bill is being prepared for introduction later in 2004. 

 
DRAFT BUDGET 2005-06 
 
The Draft Budget 2005-06 was published on 15 October 2004 and sets out more detailed (Level 
3) spending plans for the period from 2005-06 to 2007-08. Members may wish to explore the 
linkage between the more detailed spending plans and the set objectives and targets.   

BUILDING STRONGER, SAFER COMMUNITIES THROUGH REGENERATION AND 
TACKLING ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOUR 
 
Table 7.04 More detailed categories of Spending (Level 3)     

£000s 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 
2006-

07 
2007-

08 
  Plans Plans Plans Plans Plans Plans 
Wider Role/Urban Land Fund etc. 4,000 4,000 5,000 12,000 16,000 12,000
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Social Inclusion Partnerships 69,000 71,000 68,700    
Community Regeneration Fund    108,700 110,693 112,685
Other Regeneration Initiatives 12,100 12,200     
Other Area Based Initiatives   7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000
Community Engagement   5,600 5,600 5,835 6,070
Social Economy/Social Investment/Community 
Learning and Development  245 1,864 1,864 1,864 1,864
Adult Literacy and Numeracy   1,800 1,900 1,900 1,900
Antisocial Behaviour Initiatives  50 27,550 32,550 33,365 34,180
Vacant and Derelict Land  8,000 12,000 12,100 12,200
Urban Regeneration Companies    11,000 11,000 11,000
Total 85,100 87,495 85,100 192,614 199,757 198,899

 
Source: Scottish Executive 2004d 

 
For instance target 6 in the Communities chapter states:  
 

“By March 2008 ensure minimum standards for the provision of core services to 
deal with anti-social behaviour, including the establishment of effective 
community warden schemes, are met in all local authority areas across 
Scotland.” 

Target 7 states: 
“Promote community regeneration of the most deprived neighbourhoods, 
through particular improvements by March 2008 in employability, education, 
health, access to local services, and quality of the local environment.” 

 
The Committee may wish to explore what services are included under the heading of Antisocial 
Behaviour Initiatives. These targets imply close working between and within local authorities 
and the Communities department at the Executive. The Committee may wish to ask the 
Executive about the implications of local authority stand-still budgets for the Executive aims of 
tackling anti-social behaviour, and indeed, closing the opportunity gap? Local authority budgets 
are set to increase by 10% in cash terms, less than 1% per annum in real terms over the 
planning period, despite the fact that local authorities are expected to pay for more police, more 
teachers, free personal care for the elderly and road improvements, as well as many of the 
priorities of the Communities portfolio. 

CLOSING THE OPPORTUNITY GAP BY PROVIDING ROUTES OUT OF POVERTY, 
ENSURING EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES AND SUPPORTING ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP 
 
Table 7.05 More detailed categories of Spending (Level 3)     

£000s 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 
2006-

07 
2007-

08 
  Plans Plans Plans Plans Plans Plans 
Promoting Equality 3,000 10,828 5,828 5,828 10,973 12,118
Voluntary Issues 10,000 13,683 19,683 19,683 16,017 15,530
Office of the Scottish Charity Regulator   1,364 1,364 2,364 2,364
Promoting Social Inclusion 6,000 11,764 11,764 13,764 29,359 29,954
Working for Families Fund   10,000 10,000 15,000 15,000
Neighbourhood Statistics 2,000      
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Total 21,000 36,275 48,639 50,639 73,713 74,966
 

Source: Scottish Executive 2004d 
 
Target 8 states: 
 

“increasing by 15,000 the numbers of parents from disadvantaged areas and 
groups entering or moving towards employment by removing childcare barriers” 
 

and Target 9 states: 
 
“By March 2008, have in place a network of support for those experiencing 
domestic abuse and violence against women.” 

 
In line with other “closing the opportunity gap” targets the Committee may wish to consider how 
expenditure in other portfolio areas impact on some of the aims specifically mentioned in the 
Communities budget.  

DISCUSSION  
In addition to scrutiny of the above mentioned objectives and targets, members of the 
Communities Committee may wish to consider some of the following issues. 
 
The spending plans contained in the Draft Budget 2004-05 (Scottish Executive 2003) differ 
significantly in the presentation of Level 2 figures from the Building a Better Scotland (BABS) 
(Scottish Executive 2004a) document, making it difficult to compare the changes in spending 
plans over the period until 2007-08.  However, what the figures do apparently reveal is a 
significant alteration in the proportion of the Communities Budget being spent on housing as 
compared to that being spent in other areas within the portfolio.  In the Draft Budget 2004-05 the 
portion of the budget being spent on areas other than housing, e.g. regenerating our 
communities; building safer communities by tackling antisocial behaviour; and tackling poverty 
and disadvantage, is 43.1%.  In BABS the proportion being spent in areas other than housing is 
26.8%.  The Executive do explain in Footnote 1 to Table 7.01 of the Draft Budget 2005-06 that 
the portfolio has been restructured, so that Level 2 and Level 3 figures do not match previous 
publications.  However they do not mention why this has been done, and the Committee may 
wish to explore whether it is due to the major policy initiative of focussing on Affordable 
Housing, and if so, whether the portfolio will again be restructured to reflect future policy 
initiatives. 
 
Another feature of the Communities Portfolio budget is the decision to place the Supporting 
People programme as Annual Managed Expenditure (AME).  
 
Table 5: Annual Managed Expenditure (AME) 
£m 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 £ Increase £ Decrease 
 Plans Plans Plans Plans over 3 yrs over 3 yrs 
Communities 427.7 384.9 372.0 372.0 n/a 13.70 
       
 
According to last year’s Draft Budget, this programme appears to have been placed in the 
Communities portfolio for the first time, and will therefore be subject to the control of the Minister 
for Communities.  The programme is designed to deliver housing-related services to vulnerable 
people.  There are some apparent discrepancies between the Supporting People allocation the 
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Executive received from the Department of Work and Pensions and what is being placed in 
AME.  The Executive announced on 1 October 2004 the allocations for 2005-2008 will be 
£406m/£399m/£399m, which is more than the amount allocated via AME and presented in table 
5.   
 
However, in this year’s Draft Budget the Executive retrospectively entered the AME figure of 
£431,962 for the year 2003-04.  This line did not appear in the Communities Committee’s 
portfolio for the year 2003-04 in the Draft Budget 2003-04 or 2004-05, although the money was 
first available to the Executive in 2003.  The Committee may wish to ask the Executive how the 
money was spent in the previous year, and why it was not given the opportunity to scrutinise 
this substantial amount of resources. 
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Executive Spending Plans: Provision of 
Affordable Housing 
 
SFHA Briefing Note for Communities Committee, 10 
November 
 
The Executive’s spending plans provided for an increase of 2,000 affordable homes by 
2007/08, with phased increases leading from the current rate of around 6,000 homes 
approved to 8,000 in 2007/08.   Specifically, the provision of affordable rented housing will  
increase to 6,400 per year (the number of approvals in 2003/04 was 4,900).  
 
SFHA very much welcomes the spending plans, which we believe demonstrate that the 
Executive has taken note of calls for significant increases in the provision of affordable 
rented housing.  Our We Need Homes campaign called for 10,000 new homes to be built 
each year: the increase announced by the Executive marks what we believe will need to be 
the beginning of a significant upward trend in expenditure on housing in the coming years.  
This will be needed both to address the current backlog and the future demands from the 
radical new homelessness legislation – most notably the abolition of priority need - being 
implemented between 2005 and 2012. 
 
It should be noted that the proposed new provision will not, in itself, increase the stock of 
affordable rented homes.  Continuing sales under the Right to Buy are running at about 
three times the level of new build even under the new programme.  This will continue to 
exacerbate the supply problem and will make it more difficult to implement the terms of the 
2003 homelessness legislation. 
 
Low Cost Home Ownership Initiatives 
 
We are keen to discuss with the Executive the division they have announced between 
housing for rent and housing for low cost home ownership (LCHO).  Provision of 5,000 
LCHO units is proposed in the three year spending plan period.  Such initiatives can address 
the needs of some people, but SFHA would wish to see these framed in such a way as to 
enable their retention as LCHO options, rather than giving initial subsidy but subsequently 
being sold at full market value on the open market.. 
 
 
 
 
Spending the Money Effectively 
 
Alongside the announced increase in affordable housing provision, changes are needed in 
related policy areas if housing provision is to be made where it is most needed. 
 

• The Planning System 
 
SFHA believes legislative change may be needed if a step change is to be seen in improving 
the access which social landlords have to land in both urban and rural areas.  Currently we 
believe the planning system is lagging some way behind in terms of the pace of change 
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needed to address the serious shortage of affordable housing in so many areas of Scotland.   
We welcome the fact that the Executive is looking at the options for legislative change to the 
planning system to facilitate the provision of affordable housing.  In the meantime the 
Executive is shortly to issue advice on planning and affordable housing, although 
unfortunately we understand that this will not be the subject of wide consultation prior to its 
publication.. 
 

• Water and Sewerage Infrastructure 
 
The problem of lack of water and sewerage infrastructure, and its effect on the provision of 
affordable housing, is now well recognised.   We await with anxiety the outcome of the 
Executive’s critical consultation on Scottish Water’s next investment programme: many 
organisations have highlighted the problem of development constraints, but we fear that the 
degree of priority this issue receives in the investment programme will be reduced by the 
need to meet legislative requirements such as those on drinking water quality. 
 
Whatever degree of priority is eventually accorded to dealing with development constraints, 
it seems highly likely that developers will face having to make much greater contributions to 
infrastructure provision than has hitherto been the case.  SFHA would therefore wish to 
emphasise that because housing associations cannot themselves fund infrastructure 
provision (other than by greatly increasing their rents), any system comprising developer 
costs in contributing to infrastructure provision will have to be accompanied by Executive 
funding directed specifically at associations in this position. In other words, the customer-
funded Scottish Water programme must be bolstered by taxation monies if the Executive’s 
social justice and housing objectives are to be met. 
 

• Transfer of Development Funding Responsibility to Councils 
 
SFHA does not believe that it is sensible for the Executive to pursue its current policy of 
transferring to local authorities (from Communities Scotland) the responsibility for distributing 
development funding, unless it can be demonstrated that on a national basis this will lead to 
a more efficient service in terms of ensuring supply targets are met.  SFHA thinks this is 
unlikely to be the case, for two main reasons.  Firstly, in the hands of a national body, money 
not spent in one area can be quickly vired to another area.  SFHA believes it is highly 
unlikely that protocols allowing this to happen effectively would be developed between 32 
local authorities. 
 
Secondly, housing expenditure programmes channelled through local authorities have 
always been underspent in any given year.  Recent examples include the New Housing 
Partnership programme, the Rough Sleepers Initiative and the Empty Homes Initiative.  
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CIH Briefing for Communities Committee Meeting 
10 November 2004 
 
Scottish Executive Budget Process 2005-06: 
Affordable Housing 

 
 

Introduction 
The CIH welcomes this opportunity to give evidence to the Communities Committee on 
the Scottish Executive budget process. 
 
The Budget for New and Replacement Affordable Housing Provision 
The CIH has analysed the CSR announcements to determine exactly what they mean for 
the provision of new affordable housing in Scotland.  The tables below show the funding 
that the Scottish Executive through the CSR is making available for the supply and 
replacement of affordable housing. 
 
The Scottish Executive announced that the budget for affordable housing would lead to 
spending an extra £100 million by 2007/08 but that the cumulative effect of this would 
be greater.  The analysis of the spending plans shows that by 2007/08 an additional 
£102.5 million will be being invested in affordable housing provision.  However, the 
cumulative effect of this will be even greater leading to a cumulative total additional 
spend of £221.5 million. 
  
Budget for Affordable Housing Provision £m 
 2004/05 2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 Total 
Budget1

 
286.5 345.0 347.0 389.0  

Increase on previous Year  58.50 2.0 42.0 102.5 
Cumulative Additional 
Spending 

 58.50 119.0 163.0 221.5 

 
This increased spending on and prioritisation of affordable housing has to be welcomed.  
The CIH, along with many other organisations, has been pressing the case for increased 
affordable housing provision.  The CIH first requested an inquiry into affordable housing 
in June 2003 and continued to press for this until the Scottish Executive embarked on a 
review of affordable housing.  The Institute contributed to this review, including 
meetings with Scottish Executive Ministers, and also presented the case for additional 
investment in its submission to the Scottish Executive’s Annual Expenditure Review and 
the CSR process.  Most recently the CIH, working with the Scottish Council for Single 
Homeless, modelled the implications of the future provision of affordable housing and 
the delivery of the Homelessness etc. (Scotland) Act 2003.  Despite the welcome 
increase in investment in however, the CIH is concerned that the CSR will not deliver 
sufficient additional affordable houses. 
 

                                       
1 Scottish Executive, (2004), Building a Better Scotland Spending Proposals 2005-2008: 
Enterprise, Opportunity, Fairness, Scottish Executive 
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What the Budget Means for Housing Provision 
How many new and replacement affordable homes will the budget deliver?  On 30 
September Margaret Curran MSP, the then Communities Minister, released more detailed 
figures.  She said that 21,500 affordable homes will be provided between 2005/06 and 
2007/08.  She also gave details of when some of these would be delivered and provided 
information on how many homes would be for low cost home ownership.  From an 
analysis of these figures the CIH has produced the table below. 
 
Planned Affordable Housing Provision 
 2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 Total 
Output 6,400 7,100 8,000 21,500 
Total Social Rented 5,0502 5,0502 6,400 16,500 
LCHO   5,0003 

(total over 3 years) 
5,000 

Cumulative Total   21,500 21,500 
 

From the planned 21,500 planned affordable homes it can be seen that the total for 
social renting will be 16,500.  In the first two years this will be an average output of just 
over 5,000 social rented homes and fewer than 6,500 in the final year of 2007/08.  How 
does this compare to current provision? 
 
The Scottish Executive has stated that about 6,000 homes is the target for 2004/054 
However, Communities Scotland, in its Investment Programme 2004/05 sets the target 
at 5,350.  The Communities Scotland breakdown reveals that of these 4,475 will be for 
social renting.  This will mean on average the CSR will deliver an additional 1,000 
affordable rented homes per year on top of the current programme.  This will be a total 
of about 3,680 additional homes for social rent between 2005/06 and 2007/08. 
 
Whilst the additional funding is welcome the CIH is concerned that it is insufficient to 
meet current and future housing need.  The figure is well below the CIH call for an 
additional 7,000 social rented homes per year to ensure both current housing needs are 
met and the provisions of the Homelessness etc. (Scotland) Act 2003 can be delivered5. 
 
Possible Consequences of Under Provision 
The CIH is concerned that any under provision of housing will make it difficult to deliver 
on the commitments of the Homelessness etc. (Scotland) Act 2003 to give every 
homeless household the right to permanent accommodation by 2012.  This may also 
lead to homeless households having to spend greater lengths of time in temporary 
accommodation.  Also the increased pressure on lettings may mean that non-homeless 
households on the waiting list may see their share of allocations fall from near 75% of 
total allocations per year now to less that 40% by 2017.  This will put more pressure on 
these households and may inevitably lead to homelessness amongst some of them.  It 
will also give local authorities and RSLs real challenges in trying to manage the needs of 
both homeless households and other people in housing need.  As affordable social rented 
housing becomes an even scarcer commodity, will the rationing and prioritising of 

                                       
2 These are average figures (16,500 – 6,400 = 10,100 ÷ 2). The Scottish Executive has 
yet to announce full details 
3 Scottish Executive announced total over 3 years 2005/06  - 2007/08 
4 Scottish Executive press release 30 September 2004 
5 CIH & SCSH, (2004), Is Anyone Home?, CIH 
 CIH, (2004), Scottish Executive Comprehensive Spending Review 2004 
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allocations need to be tightened further and will this give rise to increased concerns 
about the ‘residualisation’ of social housing?  If so what will this mean for trying to build 
mixed communities, regenerate areas and the Scottish Executive top priority of ‘Closing 
the Opportunity Gap’? 
 
The chart below is an update of the Is Anyone Home? data to take account of the CSR.  
It shows that by 2017/18 the total number of homeless households eligible for a home 
will be close to the total number of lets being made per year.  This is a national figure 
and there will inevitably be local differences.  The 9% and 10.6% figures indicate the 
likely percentage of properties that will become available for relet per year and are 
based on Scottish Executive data. 

Homeless Households and Total Social Lets
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Low Cost Home Ownership (LCHO) 
The CIH welcomes the planned increased provision of Low Cost Home Ownership.  In our 
submission to the CSR process the CIH stated that there is evidence that LCHO 
initiatives can contribute to meeting housing need.  If properly targeted and promoted it 
can present value for money in producing homes with less subsidy than that required for 
social rented housing.  However, the CIH believes that it should never replace social 
rented housing as home ownership is not appropriate for everyone.  The CIH believes 
that LCHO funding should mainly go to support shared ownership type schemes where 
there is the potential for grant recycling, as people staircase up to full ownership.  This 
could potentially mean that high levels of staircasing could lead to a self sustaining grant 
through recycling if it were ring fenced for future LCHO schemes. 
  
Planning Issues 
A recent CIH publication contends that land constraints have forced up land prices as 
house builders are forced to ensure future supply through maintaining land banks6. The 

                                       
6 ‘House Prices, Housing Market Trends and Housing Supply Issues in Scotland’, 
Professor Colin Jones, CIH, 2004 
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report concludes that this is partly because planning policy is largely concerned with 
restricting demand for house building sites. 
 
Planning policy has only shown scant regard to how this impacts on local housing 
markets and access to housing.  Planning forecasts are more concerned about aggregate 
numbers and therefore tend not to account for segmentation (household types, sizes and 
housing need) in the housing market.    
To compound this situation much new house building appears to focus on existing owner 
occupiers to the detriment of low income first time buyers.  House builders favour the 
top end of the market where returns are greater. 
 
Planning has a very important role to play in ensuring affordable housing can be 
delivered.  Similarly the building industry itself should be encouraged to focus on who 
needs housing rather than solely on the most profitable types of development.  Changes 
in the planning system are required to ensure both planners and developers focus on 
housing needs. 
 
Water Issues 
It is recognised that current legislation requiring Scottish Water to provide domestic 
connection where practical at ‘reasonable cost’ is causing considerable difficulties for the 
extension of the infrastructure.  There are many examples of where there are 
development constraints across Scotland due to the infrastructure not being adaptable to 
enable new properties to be built.  For example, in Perth and Kinross, an area with 
extremely high demand for properties across all sectors, there are constraints on half of 
all settlements within the local authority area.   
 
The problems caused by constraint have been compounded by communication 
difficulties.  There has been a degree of discussion nationally about how difficult it has 
been to reach agreement between housing developers, local authorities and Scottish 
Water to be able to expand the local water infrastructures in order to complete 
developments.   These difficulties have led to local authorities funding major investment 
works in order to provide sufficient housing to meet need in their area.  Recently 
Glasgow City Council funded £4.5m sewerage improvement works to enable a 
regeneration programme to continue. 
 
The Scottish Executive should, when looking at Scottish Water’s allocation, have regard 
to the need for affordable housing in Scotland and ensure that sufficient funding is 
available to meet the water and sewerage infrastructure needs of these.  To ensure that 
funding achieves best value Scottish Water must work closely with Communities 
Scotland and Scotland’s local authorities and RSLs to determine where water 
infrastructure investment is needed to ensure that future affordable housing plans are 
not delayed by the lack of facilities.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
For further information, please contact: 
 
Nick Fletcher 
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Policy and Public Affairs Officer 
 
Chartered Institute of Housing in Scotland,  
6 Palmerston Place, Edinburgh, EH12 5AA 
 
Tel: 0131 225 4544 Fax: 0131 225 4566   
E-mail: nick.fletcher@cih.org 
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HOMES FOR SCOTLAND 
 

Development of Affordable Housing in Scotland 
 

Submission to the Scottish Parliament Communities Committee on the 
Provision of Affordable Housing1

 
The essential pre-conditions for the effective delivery of affordable housing 
are 

 Up-to-date Local Plans 
 Approved Local Housing Strategies 
 Housing Needs Assessments dealing with all tenures and market 

segments 
 An effective housing land supply to meet housing requirements in full 

across all market segments 
 
Homes for Scotland accepts that it is a lawful and legitimate function of the 
land use planning system to allocate land for affordable housing.  In the 
absence of a specific land use category such allocation can be identified by 
reference to allocations within an identified land release for residential 
development. 
 
By way of illustration, where supported by a robust and tested housing needs 
assessment, a planning authority can seek to have a proportion of a site 
made available for affordable housing.  If that needs assessment requires 
15% of houses to be affordable, the planning authority can seek to have the 
land to accommodate that 15% “reserved” for that purpose (it should be noted 
that that does not equate to 15% of the site). 
 
The development of that affordable housing should not be determined by 
placing a condition on the timescale for the development of the mainstream 
housing.  The need for affordable housing is a social fact and is not a 
detriment created by a development application.  Consequently, no mitigation 
by way of subsidy can be sought by the planning authority from the housing 
developer and, as no nexus exists between the need for affordable housing 
and an application for mainstream housing, an otherwise acceptable 
development proposal cannot be rejected because it does not contain an 
element of affordable housing. 
 
However, a failure to link the development of the affordable housing to the 
development of the mainstream housing is not in the interests of the 
planning/housing authorities, nor is it in the interests of the developer who 
would be required to build out a development but unable to advise prospective 
buyers of any confirmed details of the affordable housing development. 
 
To overcome these concerns it is in the interests of the planning authority and 
the developer to enter into a separate agreement relating to the development 

 
1 This submission is based on an advice not to Member Companies of Homes for Scotland 
issued in October 2004.  
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of the land allocated for affordable housing and to use that agreement to 
manage the process of procuring the affordable houses.  Several key points 
should be borne in mind.  These are: 

- Where an RSL can be identified and where that RSL has an 
appropriate level of funding to meet site acquisition, construction and 
servicing costs or can have that funding confirmed within the lifetime of 
the mainstream build, then it should be possible to proceed on the 
basis of an integrated development. 

 
- Where no RSL exists, the planning authority should be obliged to allow 

the developer to build out affordable housing/starter homes for sale 
and to assist that process the planning authority should allow the 
developer to use density and specifications to drive down unit 
production costs.  Houses provided under this heading must be 
allowed to count against the planning authority’s percentage 
requirements. 

 
 
Threshold and Percentages 
 
It is clear that the above approach is facilitated by large-scale planned 
releases and inhibited by a reliance on small infill or windfall sites. 
 
Two further issues require more consideration.  These relate to thresholds 
and percentages.   
 
In respect of thresholds, it is clear that procuring affordable housing on sites 
below 50 units is difficult when RSLs are rarely interested in blocks of units of 
less than ten.  On these sites affordable units for sale should be considered 
unless the commercial viability of a scheme would be threatened. 
 
Turning to percentages, there is a body of evidence from England and Wales 
which would suggest up to a maximum of 15%, if known about at the point at 
which land release options are being negotiated, can be accommodated 
without a detrimental impact on project viability.  Percentages higher than 
15% not only begin to impact on project viability but also affect a vendor’s 
willingness to sell, particularly where a development has to fund the provision 
of other community facilities and infrastructure. 
 
In pressured market areas there is evidence to suggest that vendors will only 
be prepared to release a proportion of the site at affordable housing values if 
the mainstream development on the balance of the site releases open market 
values. 
 
A failure to realise the “hoped for” value for the mainstream development is 
likely to seek to result in the entire project being placed at risk. 
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Land Valuation 
 
Where land, which forms part of a site for market housing, has to be made 
available for affordable housing, it should be transferred at less than the value 
for mainstream owner-occupied housing.  Planning authorities may seek to 
have serviced plots transferred at a valuation either relating to its end use for 
affordable housing or, by agreement between the developer and the RSL, at a 
lower value.  It is not appropriate to require the developer to construct new 
houses to be handed over free to a local authority or a RSL although, by 
agreement, a developer may in some circumstances elect to provide 
completed units to a value equivalent to the cost of providing the percentage 
of serviced land required by the policy. 
 
 
 
Edinburgh 
October 2004 
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